their ship while putting up a front of arrogant confidence in their communications with the enemy ship.
Finally, ZIM discovers Dib's bug tap and transmits an energy pulse through it, destroying Dib's laptop and its connection to The Massive. Dib panics and runs around looking for another computer.  The only one he has access to is the one in TAK's ship.  When he tries to use it, he activates the ship's security program which sounds and acts just like TAK. After much struggle, Dib manages to disable the security. The battle for the MASSIVE resumes...
TAK's ship's computer, though damaged, is so powerful that it easily beats out ZIM's control of the MASSIVE.  But just as he is banking the ship toward the deep space telescope, the security system reawakens and ejects Dib from the cockpit. Through the cockpit window, Dib watches in horror as ZIM regains control of the ship and turns it back toward earth...
Just as the MASSIVE is entering the earth solar system, they discover that their power core is the source of the problem and trace the signal back to ZIM.  They solve their problem by teleporting their power core into their enemy ship and teleporting the enemy's into their own.  ZIM now has control of the enemy ship but thinks he's still in control of the MASSIVE.  He taunts Dib through the communicator in TAK's ship and tells them that he's going to land the MASSIVE right on Dib.
On board the enemy ship, the enemy crew abandons their wayward vessel and initiates a unique shrinking self-destruct mechanism.   In order to prevent technology from falling into enemy hands, the ship shrinks down to nearly nothing and then explodes.
Dib runs outside, screaming and staring helplessly at the sky.  He watches in horror as the ship bears down on him, unaware that it's tiny, getting tinier and only inches from his face.  Finally, it lands on his head and pops like a swollen skeeter.
ZIM screams in anger and confusion, not realizing he has ignored his parasites for too long.  The parasites explode from containment and suck his brains out.  The Tallest call ZIM to yell at him but see him with the brain parasite and figure there is no need.  They happily resume their trip, content in the knowledge that ZIM has had his brains devoured.

